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Abstract:
The approach of quantile regression is used to explore the fine details of the relation of current
period and lagged productivity levels. Productivity is calculated as total factor productivity by
a nonparametric approach using data for U.S. manufacturing industries on the three- and four-
digit levels. Bootstrap-based confidence intervals and specification tests are reported. The
results point to a first-order Markov process as a valid description of productivity transitions.
Further conditioning variables show up insignificant in the majority of cases considered. The
most notable exception is the variability of the growth process which increases explanatory
power substantially.
JEL classification: O30, L16, N10, C14, C23
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Technological sophistication of firms, industries and countries is to a large extent a cumula-
tive phenomenon. Once established productivity levels persist into the future with a high
probability and make technological catching-up difficult. Theoretical models on both the
macro level (Aghion and Howitt (1992), Jones (1995), Romer (1990)) and the micro level
(Geroski (1999), Klepper (1996)) have included the persistence of productivity as one of the
main driving forces of dynamic development. Diffusion processes that may counteract persi-
stence work with long time lags (Gort and Klepper (1982)), are limited in scope and require
the establishment of an absorptive capacity on the side of the receiving entity (Cohen and
Levinthal (1989)).
Methods like unit root tests for panel data and mobility indices provide a mutually consistent
in their indication that total factor productivity levels of three- and four-digit industries of the
U.S. manufacturing sector is highly persistent. Studies of Krüger (2003a, 2003b) give rise to
the conclusion that the process that governs productivity transitions is dominated by a
substantial random walk component. Thus, industries that have a productivity level above the
cross-section mean at a certain point in time tend to sustain their productivity level above the
cross-section mean in future times and likewise for industries with below-mean productivity
levels. Interpreted in this way, success breeds success is the driving force of productivity
dynamics in the U.S. manufacturing sector.
Nevertheless it has to be kept in mind that unit root and stationarity tests only provide infor-
mation about the central tendency of the productivity distribution in form of its mean and are
not able to deal with additional conditioning variables. So, the information that the process is
not first-order Markovian with a second root of the characteristic polynomial below unity can
not be recovered from the data and in this framework it is also not possible to test whether
conditioning variables play a role in the autoregressive specification. Alternatively, a nonpara-
metric estimate of the transition law of the productivity distribution in the form of a stochastic
kernel could be computed. As shown in Krüger (2003a) this device is useful in extracting
information beyond the dynamic behavior of the mean of the distribution but is also not able
to deal with higher order Markov processes and conditioning variables.
- 1 -This paper is a first attempt to use the approach of quantile regression to obtain information
about how productivity transitions work over the whole support of the productivity distributi-
on. Therefore the approach of quantile regression is applied here which allows to include
explanatory variables in addition to just lagged productivity. These can consist of a second
lagged productivity variable or further predetermined conditioning variables. Since the appli-
cation of quantile regression in the present paper is a cross-sectional one, we are able to
investigate parameter heterogeneity for different quantiles of the cross-section distribution of
productivity as well as changes over time by running cross-section quantile regressions for
different (medium-run) decompositions of the time period for which data are available.
We resort to a cross-sectional application of quantile regression because statistical procedures
for quantile regressions in a panel data context have not been developed yet and it is likely
that the results of quantile regressions are affected by the spurious regression problem in the
same way as usual mean regressions for panel data as has been clarified by Entorf (1997), Kao
(1999) and Phillips and Moon (1999). The cross-sectional orientation allows us to provide a
more detailed analysis of intra-distribution dynamics than is possible with unit root tests and
mobility indices. By that we can shed further light on the significance of the differences
between high- and low-productivity industries that become visible in the plot of the transition
kernel in Krüger (2003a).
The productivity series to which the quantile regression approach is applied are calculated by
a nonparametric approach using data of the NBER-CES manufacturing industry database for
US three-digit SIC industries. The specifications tested include a pure first-order autoregres-
sive specification, where log productivity is regressed only on an intercept and lagged log
productivity. In the pure second-order specification an additional lagged log productivity
regressor in included. Further specifications are estimated to test the explanatory power of
other conditioning variables in the first-order autoregressive framework.
The results of these specifications indicate that the degree of persistence tends to be greater in
high-productivity industries as compared to low-productivity industries. If a second lagged
productivity variable is included this shows up not significant in most cases, thereby not
supporting the second-order Markov model. The inclusion of an indicator of the variability of
- 2 -the growth path between two points in time increases the explanatory power by a substantial
amount and also strengthens the conclusion that transitions work differently in high-producti-
vity industries than in low-productivity ones. Augmentations of the specification with condi-
tioning variables representing scale, embodyment, mechanization and price effects show that
these are only occasionally significant in a statistical sense. Altogether these findings are
consistent with other empirical research like that performed by Harberger (1998) and Metcalfe
et al. (2002) which find that productivity growth among manufacturing industries is differen-
tial and leads to changes in the composition of the manufacturing sector instead of a uniform
expansion that preserves a once established industry structure over time.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the quantile regression approach and
substantiates its advantages in the context of the present application. The data used and the
method to calculate productivity are described in Section 3, followed by the presentation of




Since this paper is an application of quantile regression a few remarks about the value of this
tool in economic analysis are in order. First, quantile regression provides a characterization of
the entire distribution of a dependent variable given a set of regressors and not just its mean as
in the case of least squares regression. Quantile regression has the potential to uncover diffe-
rences in the response of the dependent variable to changes in the regressors at different points
of the conditional distribution of that dependent variable, thus gaining a large amount of infor-
mation about the heterogeneity of the sample items. Second, the coefficient estimates obtained
with quantile regression are robust with respect to outliers in the dependent variable and in the
case of nonnormal errors quantile regression estimates may be more efficient than least
squares estimates (see Buchinsky (1998, p. 89) and Fitzenberger et al. (2001, p. 1)).
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1 The exposition of the basics of quantile regression in this section is compiled from the very useful survey
articles of Buchinsky (1998), Koenker (2000) and Koenker and Hallock (2001).To understand the logic of quantile regression we first consider the case of a univariate real
valued random variable Y with distribution function  . The  , F(y)=Pr(Y [ y) ✦-th, ✦ c (0,1)
quantile of Y is defined as  . Like the distribution function, Q✦(y)=F−1(✦)=inf{y : F(y) m ✦}
the quantile function provides a complete characterization of a random variable. The central
point is that we can replace the operation of sorting usually required for computing quantiles
by the operation of optimization. Doing this, the   quantile can equivalently be defined as ✦-th
the solution to the minimization problem
,
✛c‘ min E(✣✦(Y − ✛))
where   is the "check function" and   denotes the usual indicator ✣✦(u)=u $ (✦ − I(u < 0)) I($)
function which is equal to one if   and zero otherwise. Interpreting   as an asymmetric u < 0 ✣✦($)
loss function this is equivalent to straightforward minimization of expected loss
  E(✣✦(Y − ✛)) =¶−∞
∞
(y− ✛)$ (✦ − I(y− ✛ < 0))dF(y)





with respect to the parameter  . Employing the integration-by-parts formula, the first-order ✛
condition to this minimization problem is
 
ØE(✣✦(Y − ✛))





and its solution   is exactly the definition of the   quantile. If   strictly ✛ = F−1(✦) ✦-th F($)
monotone this solution is unique (nonunique solutions lead to an interval of quantiles). A
special case of this solution is the median   which is the solution to the minimization of F−1(
1
2)
absolute expected loss (the case  ). ✦ =
1
2
Replacing   by the empirical distribution function   for a sample of F(y) FN(y)=N−1✟i=1
N I(yi [ y)
size N, expected loss   is replaced by   and min✛c‘ ¶−∞
∞
✣✦(y− ✛)dF(y) min✛c‘ N−1✟i=1
N ✣✦(yi [ ✛)
the minimization of the latter problem yields the   sample quantile. This problem can be ✦-th
expressed as a linear programming problem
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(❦,u,v)Å‘B‘+
2N min { e‡u +( 1−  )e‡v : ❦e+ u − v = y}
where   is the sample vector, u and v are N-vectors of slack variables that repre- y =( y1,...,yN)‡
sent the positive and negative parts of the vector of residuals and e is a conformable vector of
ones.
Turning now to the case of linear regression it is familiar that the solution to the least squares
problem  , where   is the k-vector of the regressors of observation min   Å‘k i=1
N (yi − xi
‡   )2 xi
, allows to estimate the conditional mean of y given x. Koenker and Bassett (1978) i = 1,...,N
show that by minimizing the sum of asymetrically weighted (through the check function)
absolute residuals
 
   Å‘k min i=1
N   (yi − xi
‡   )
and denoting the solution by  , the so-called regression quantiles, we can estimate the      ˆ   -th
conditional quantile function by  . This is analogous to the problem of estimating Q ˆ (y|x)=x‡    ˆ 
a single unconditional quantile if we treat   as fixed. Increasing   continuously from 0 to ❦ = x‡     
1 one can trace the entire conditional distribution of y given x. The marginal change
 has a similar interpretation as the coefficient estimate in a linear least ◊Q ˆ (yi|xi)/◊xij =  ˆj 
squares regression, but one has to be a bit cautious since an observation in the   quantile  -th
need not be any longer in this quantile if the conditioning variables change.
The above minimization problem again has a computationally convenient linear programming
representation (see the appendix of Koenker and Bassett (1978))
,
(   ,u,v)Å‘kB‘+
2N min { e‡u +( 1−  )e‡v : X   + u − v = y}
where X denotes the usual N×k regression design matrix with rows  . The solution to this xi
‡
kind of problems is numerically straightforward by the simplex or related algorithms. In this
paper we use the computationally quite efficient S-Plus routine which has been programmed
by Roger Koenker and is available on his web page. This routine is based on an extension of
- 5 -the Barrodale-Roberts modification of the simplex algorithm as described in detail in Koenker
and D’Orey (1987).
Buchinsky (1998) demonstrates that the first-order condition of the quantile regression
problem can be interpreted as a conditional moment function which fits into the GMM frame-
work of Hansen (1982). From that insight the consistency and asymptotic normality of the
regression quantiles under certain regularity conditions can be easily established (for details
see Buchinsky (1998, pp. 95ff.)). Different approaches to estimate the covariance matrix of
the regression quantiles and test statistics together with a description of the design matrix
bootstrap are also discussed extensively there.
The confidence intervals for the regression quantiles that are reported in this paper are based
on the computationally intensive design matrix bootstrap which is now in reach due to advan-
ces in the execution speed of computer programs. In the appendix a more detailed description
of the design matrix bootstrap in a quantile regression context is given. This method gives
broadly similar results as the alternative approach of Koenker (1994) using regression rank
score inversion. Both methods have good coverage properties in iid as well as heteroskedastic
situations and in addition show computational advantages over approaches that require
estimating the sparsity function. The appendix also contains a description of the bootstrap
based estimation of the covariance matrix of the regression quantiles which serves as the basis
for computing tests statistics for heteroskedasticity, symmetry of the quantile coefficients with
respect to the median and equality of the quantile coefficients.
Also available for regression quantiles is a goodness-of-fit statistic, proposed by Koenker and
Machado (1999), which is a natural analog to R
2 in a least squares context and can be calcula-
ted by   for the   regression quantile. Here, R( )=1− V ˆ( )/V ˜( )  -th
 is the minimized value of the unconstrained objective function V ˆ( )=min   Å‘k i=1
N   (yi − xi
‡   )
for the   regression quantile and   is the minimized value of  -th V ˜( )=min1Å‘ i=1
N   (yi − 1)
the constrained objective function for the   regression quantile with only the intercept  -th
included as a regressor. It is immediately clear that   and thus  . Note 0 x V ˆ( ) x V ˜( ) R( ) Å [0,1]
that the statistic   measures goodness-of-fit for each quantile separately in contrast to the R( )
global character of R
2 in the least squares context.
- 6 -3 Data and Productivity Measurement
The index of total factor productivity for which we want to explore the dynamics by quantile
regression is calculated by a nonparametric method (Charnes et al. (1994)). This method
measures the productivity level of an industry by the reciprocal of the factor of the required
augmentation of the current output necessary to reach a point on the the frontier production
function. In the Andersen and Petersen (1993) variant of the basic model, which we use here,
this productivity score is the result of a multilateral benchmarking procedure of a particular
industry against all other industries in the sample. For each industry   and year i = 1,...,N




s.t.  ityit −
hÅ{1,...,N}\i  ❤hyht x 0
hÅ{1,...,N}\i  ❤hxht x xit
❤1,...,❤i−1,❤i+1,...,❤N ã 0
where in the specification chosen here, the output   is represented by the real value of yit
shipments [VSHIP/PISHIP] and the input vector   contains six elements, which are the xit
number of non-production workers [EMP–PRODE], production worker hours [PRODH], real
equipment capital stock [EQUIP], real structures capital stock [PLANT], real cost of materials
other than electricity and fuels [(MATCOST–ENERGY)/PIMAT] and real expenditures on
fuels and electricity [ENERGY/PIEN].
The data source is the NBER-CES manufacturing industry database for the industries of the
U.S. manufacturing sector and the terms in brackets are the abbreviations used in that databa-
se; they are taken from the appendix of Bartelsman and Gray (1996), the paper that describes
the database in detail. The productivity score   of industry i in period t is bounded in ait = 1/ it
the interval   and provides an unambiguous ranking of the industries with respect to their (0,ÿ)
relative productivity levels. In the specifications investigated below the dependent variable
will always be the log of this productivity score,  . lnait
- 7 -4 Quantile Regression Results
Quah (1996, 1997) proposes a framework for modeling the evolution of the world income
distribution based on a so-called transition kernel, which summarizes all possible transitions
of a Markov process on a continuous probability space. This transition kernel relates the
probability measure   of the cross-section distribution in period t to the probability measure  ❥t
 of the cross-section distribution in period t–s through the law of motion ❥t−s
, ❥t(A)=Œ P(x,A)vt−s(dx)
where the integration is over the whole sample space of x and P(x,A)=Pr(zt Å A|zt−s = x)
denotes the transition kernel which gives the probability that the process stays in the set A in
period t, conditional on the event that the process was in state x a number s periods ago. Thus,
the transition kernel provides a complete probabilistic summary of all possible transitions that
relate the productivity level of an industry in period t–s to its productivity level in period t. A
high degree of persistence of the process that governs the productivity development is equiva-
lent to a transition kernel that is associated with a relatively high probability of a productivity
level in a close neighborhood of x in period t if the process reached a productivity level of
exactly x in period t–s.
Using the quantile regression approach to estimate the first-order Markov model to which we
turn now allows to estimate the degree of persistence that governs the productivity transitions
at different quantiles of the cross-section distribution of the industry productivity levels and by
that reveals important information about the transition kernel beyond the exclusive considera-
tion of mean dynamics.
First-Order Markov Model:
In a first step we estimate a first-order Markov model, which is equivalent to an autoregres-
sion with a single lag, to explore the dynamics of the manufacturing productivity distribution.
The cross-section quantile regressions are calculated for the model
  lnait = 1 + 2 lnai,t−s + uit , i = 1,...,N
- 8 -where   denotes the residual and the time periods are chosen according to Jorgenson (1990, uit
2001) by the years 1958, 66, 73, 79, 85, 90, 96. For example, if   is the productivity level lnait
of industry i in the year 1996, then   is the productivity level of the same industry in lnai,t−s
1990. Similarly, if t denotes the year 1990, then t−s denotes the year 1985 and so forth. The
intention of this choice is to obtain approximately equidistant medium-run partitions covering
the whole sample period 1958-96 and simultaneously reducing business cycle effects. This
allows us to trace differences in the relationship not only across quantiles but also over time.
Figure 1 contains a concise visual representation of the estimation results of the first-order
specification by quantile regression.
2 The title of each column denotes the dependent variable
and the coefficient estimates are depicted in a separate graph for each coefficient in the same
column. Therein the solid line results from the connection of the coefficient estimates for the
 quantile, where  , which is surrounded by two dotted lines indica-  -th   Å {0.05,0.1,...,0.95}
ting the upper and lower 5 percent confidence intervals. These confidence intervals are calcu-
lated by the design matrix bootstrap based on   replications. In addition, the B = 10000
horizontal dashed line represents the least squares coefficient estimate. The last graph in each
column shows the goodness-of-fit statistic   for each quantile. R( )
---------------------------------------------------
insert figure 1 about here
---------------------------------------------------
In the second row of the figure the quantile estimates of the autoregressive coefficient   are 2
provided. Irrespective of the time period these estimates are positive and significantly diffe-
rent from zero. It is remarkable that the solid line that connects the quantile regression estima-
tes has a generally increasing pattern, the exception being the period 1979-85. This means that
productivity in industries in the lower quantiles is less persistent than productivity in the
higher quantiles. In industries with a high productivity level the quantile regression estimates
tend towards values very close to unity which is equivalent to the unit root case in the time
series literature. The slope of the solid lines also seems to become less steep in the later
periods, implying that the differences in persistence among low- and high-productivity
- 9 -
2 Koenker and Hallock (2001) use this kind of plot to summarize the results of their quantile regressions.industries get less pronounced over time. The deviations of the quantile estimates from the
horizontal least squares lines are substantial, suggesting that the effects of lagged productivity
are not constant across the distribution. This impression is substantiated by the bootstrap
based tests for symmetry and equality reported in table 1 of the appendix which both reject
their respective null hypotheses with p-values of essentially zero leading to the conclusion that
the regression quantiles are neither equal across the quantiles nor symmetric with respect to
the median. Heteroskedasticity seems not to be a problem in this specification since the
p-values of this test are quite large.
Consistent across all time periods is the pattern of the quantile regression estimates of the
intercept   in the first row which is negative for the low-productivity industries and positive 1
for the high-productivity industries. Together with quantile estimates of   close to unity the 2
process that governs the productivity development has the essential characteristics of a
random walk with a positive drift in the case of the high-productivity industries. Since the
drift component is influenced by economy-wide conditions, the positive drift estimates in the
high-productivity industries may be interpreted as suggesting that these are more capable of
taking benefit from changes of their environment.
This result is also related to the success-breeds-success hypothesis
3 which implies that the
productivity of above-mean industries tends to remain above the mean over time and likewise
for below-mean industries. In the present cross-section context taking deviations from cross-
section means does not affect the quantile estimates of   and therefore these estimates are 2
related to differential persistence above and below average productivity. This holds because
stating the Markov process in the form of deviations from the respective cross-section means
, where   and   denote the cross-section means lnait − lnat = 1
‡ + 2(lnai,t−s − lnat−s)+uit at at−s
(over i) of the productivity levels in periods t and t–s, respectively, is equivalent to the formu-
lation   with   since   and   are constant lnait = 1 + 2 lnai,t−s + uit 1 = 1
‡ + lnat − 2 lnat−s at at−s
for the cross-section observations. Therefore the estimates of   are numerically identical in 2
both formulations and quantify the tendency of staying above or below the cross-section mean
in terms of productivity which is here interpreted as the outcome of success-breeds-success
processes at work.
- 10 -
3 See e.g. Flaig and Stadler (1994) for evidence concerning success-breeds-success processes at the firm level.The goodness-of-fit statistics in the last row are generally increasing which implies that the
model fits better in the case of the high-productivity industries. A minor exception is the
subperiod 1990-96, where the fit is generally much lower than in the other subperiods and
slightly declines in the highest quantiles.
Second-Order Markov Model:
To investigate if the process is really a first-order Markov process a second lag is included in
the specification which leads to the second-order Markov model
. lnait = 1 + 2 lnai,t−s1 + 3 lnai,t−s2 + uit , i = 1,...,N
Time periods are chosen as in the first-order model, so that if e.g. t is the year 1973, then t−s1
denotes 1966 and t−s2 denotes 1958. The results from this specification are shown in figure 2.
---------------------------------------------------
insert figure 2 about here
---------------------------------------------------
In this figure the third row contains the quantile regression estimates of  . These are predo- 3
minantly negative but not statistically different from zero. This insignificance is also reflected
in the nearly unaffected magnitudes of the goodness-of-fit statistics. The effect of the inclu-
sion of the second lagged productivity in the specification on the regression parameters of the
first-order lag is that these are less steeply increasing and somewhat more jagged than in the
previous first-order specification. Nevertheless, the above finding of a higher amount of persi-
stence in the range of high productivity holds equally in the second-order specification and the
pattern of the intercept estimates is also quite similar to that of the first-order specification.
The bootstrap tests are not able to reject homoskedasticity and symmetry but vividly reject the
equality of the regression quantiles.
This pattern of results implies that there is no significant medium-term variation in the
productivity scores that can be explained by lags beyond the first order and therefore
- 11 -substantiates the conclusion that the stochastic process that governs productivity transitions on
the industry level in the medium-run is well characterized by a first-order Markov process.
4
Specification with Standard Deviation:
The third specification considered is the first-order Markov process augmented with the
standard deviation of the productivity in order to account for effects that stem from the varia-
bility of the growth path between periods t−s and t. Thus the model considered is
, lnait = 1 + 2 lnai,t−1 + 3 i,t,t−s + uit , i = 1,...,N
where   denotes the standard deviation industry i’s log productivity over the period t−s to  i,t,t−s
t. Figure 3 shows the results obtained with this specification.
---------------------------------------------------
insert figure 3 about here
---------------------------------------------------
Three points are worth mentioning here. First, the effect of the standard deviation of the
productivity level is larger in higher quantiles. For all but the period 1979-85, where this
effect is significantly positive for all quantiles, the effect of the standard deviation is signifi-
cantly negative in the case of the lowest quantiles and significantly positive in the case of the
highest quantiles whereas being insignificant in the quantiles lying in-between. Second,
despite the influence of the standard deviation the larger effect of lagged productivity in
higher quantiles is in general sustained or in the case of the period 1979-85 yet established.
Thus the result of a greater persistence in higher quantiles is also robust to the inclusion of the
standard deviation. Third, the fit of the regressions improves substantially across all quantiles
when compared to the previous specifications.
Augmented Specification:
In figure 4 we report the results of an first-order Markov specification that has been augmen-
ted by the three further variables. Lagged log employment is included to capture scale effects,
- 12 -
4 Related to that is the investigation of the lag of firm level R&D expenditures of Hall et al. (1986) who find that
this process is Markovian of order 2 and close to a random walk.the lagged log real investment share captures embodiment effects and the lagged log capital
intensity takes account of industry differences in the degree of mechanization. These varia-
bles are quantified by the data series [EMP] for employment, [(INVEST/PIINV)/
(VSHIP/PISHIP)] for the real investment share in the value of shipments and [CAP/EMP] for
the capital intensity, respectively. The data and the abbreviations in brackets are again taken
from the NBER-CES manufacturing industry database.
---------------------------------------------------
insert figure 4 about here
---------------------------------------------------
The results for the autoregressive coefficient show that in comparison to the pure first-order
Markov specification in figure 1 differences in persistence across quantiles are diminished but
lagged productivity remains significant across all quantiles. The estimates for the conditioning
variables are for most periods and quantiles insignificant and in those few cases where they
are significant they are predominantly negative, especially in the case of employment and the
investment share. As the last row shows, the additional conditioning variables are not able to
increase the explanatory power of the regressions by much and affect the autoregressive
relation of productivity only slightly. Thus, effects from scale, embodiment and the degree of
mechanization, at least to the extent they are captured by the used indicators, can not be found
in the data for the U.S. manufacturing industries. 
Specification with Price Effects:
Quantile regression estimates for another augmentation of the first-order Markov model are
performed in order to test the effects of factor prices on the productivity estimates and the
autoregressive relationship. From the NBER-CES manufacturing industry database various
price series can be obtained and we use [PIINV] for the price deflator of new investment
goods, [PIEN] for the energy price deflator and [PAY/EMP] for the total payroll per
employee. The abbreviations in brackets are again those of Bartelsman and Gray (1996). All
price variables enter the specification in lagged log form.
- 13 ----------------------------------------------------
insert figure 5 about here
---------------------------------------------------
The quantile estimates in figure 5 show that only few significant price effects can be
uncovered. The investment price variable has a positive effect on productivity development in
the period 1973-79 which is significant only in the case of the high-productivity industries.
Conversely, the energy price deflator exerts a negative effect in the same period which is also
significant in the case of the high-productivity industries. In results not reported here the
effects of price changes instead of levels are investigated with a similar finding of very few
significant results. But in case of the period 1973-79 the signs of the investment price and
energy price changes are the opposite to those of the levels. Albeit not significant the energy
prices changes exert predominantly negative effects on the dependent variable in the other
periods. Compared to the first-order Markov model in figure 1 the differences of the estimates
of the autoregressive coefficient are smaller across quantiles as we already found in the case
of the augmented specification in figure 4.
Differences to Four-Digit Industries:
If we consider four-digit instead of the three-digit industries to which the results reported on
figures 1-5 pertain, some of the above conclusions have to be amended. Regarding the first-or-
der Markov specification there is a weaker tendency of greater persistence of high-producti-
vity industries on the four-digit level. A clear indication of that result can only be found in the
period 1990-96 with a very high degree of persistence in the high-productivity industries.
With some minor exceptions there are also no significant effects of a second lagged producti-
vity variable in the case of the four-digit industries. The effect of the standard deviation of log
productivity is equally large and significant on the four-digit level. Again the period 1990-96
is exceptional in that the effect of the standard deviation is negative across all quantiles and
furthermore lower for the high-productivity than for the low-productivity industries.
As was the case for the three-digit industries the additional lagged variables employment,
investment share and capital intensity show up mostly insignificant for most quantiles and
time periods. Significant effects are found for example in the case of employment in the
- 14 -period 1966-73 which is negative for high-productivity industries, in the case of the invest-
ment share in the periods 1966-73, 1979-85 and 1990-96, which is negative for most of the
quantiles. The capital intensity exerts a significantly positive effect for all but the lowest
quantiles in the period 1966-73 whereas the effect is significantly negative for most quantiles
in the period 1973-79 and almost insignificant in the other time periods. 
Like in the case of the three-digit industries significant price effects are only rarely significant
on the four-digit level. Exceptions are the investment price which exerts a significantly
positive productivity effect in the period 1973-79 which is quite constant across all quantiles.
The energy price, however, is only marginally significant in the case of very few quantiles and
time periods. In contrast to that, the effect of the payroll per employee is significantly negative
in the periods 1973-79, 1979-85 and 1990-96 except for the lowest and the highest quantiles.
This amounts to an U-shaped pattern of the quantile coefficients which is clearly noticeable in
the periods 1979-85 and 1990-96.
5 Conclusion
The quantile regression results reported in this paper give rise to the conclusion that the
process that governs productivity transitions is characterized by a substantial degree of persi-
stence with the tendency that in high-productivity industries the degree of persistence is higher
than in those industries that have a lower level of productivity. This process is first-order
Markovian and the addition of further conditioning regressors does not change this pattern
substantially. Remarkable is the effect of the standard deviation of productivity during the
transition period which deserves further investigation.
These differences of the results across different quantiles are consistent with the notion of
differential growth in the U.S. manufacturing sector in that they are related to changes in the
structural composition of the manufacturing sector that take place permanently. In the econo-
mic literature on structural change two of the more recent contributions that feature the aspect
of differential growth of industries are Harberger (1998) and Metcalfe et al. (2002). Harberger
(1998) tells the "yeast versus mushrooms"-story that contrasts the view that all sector expand
- 15 -evenly (the yeast process) with the view that different sectors grow unpredictable at very
different rates caused by a multitude of influences (like mushrooms). In his descriptive
empirical investigation he finds that the mushrooms story holds across industries as well as
within industries. Metcalfe et al. (2002) develop a model of structural change based on inter-
dependent replicator dynamics processes. In that model differential growth of industries
depends on income elasticities, substitution relationships, cost differentials and institutional
characteristics of the markets. The effects of these factors on aggregate productivity is also
explored.
All this research point to the need of devoting more emphasis on structural change on the
industries level as an interface that connects the decentralized decisions of micro units with a
more realistic notion of macroeconomic growth that occurs interdependent with changes of
the industry composition.
- 16 -Appendix: Bootstrapping and Tests
The design matrix bootstrapping estimator is based on randomly drawn samples (with replace-
ment) of size N from the original data  , denoted by  . For (yi,xi),i = 1,...,N (yi
C,xi
C),i = 1,...,N
each of these B draws the quantile regression is performed, resulting in B different bootstrap
estimates for  . From these bootstrap estimates two different     ˆ
 b




C )‡,b = 1,...,B
sets of statistics can be calculated. The first are confidence intervals for coefficient j = 1,...,k
and quantile   such that  , where the confidence limits    Pr(j  Å [Lj 
C,Uj 
C]) ä 1−  Lj 
C and Uj 
C





estimates reported in this paper are based on   replications. B = 10000
The second statistic is the joint covariance matrix estimate of all coefficients and all quantiles
considered, i.e.
, V ˆC = 1
B
B
b=1  (    ˆ
b
C −    C)(    ˆ
b
C −    C)‡
where   is the stacked column vector of all   with   denoting the set of     ˆ
b
C     ˆ
 b
C ,  Å ϒ ϒ | (0,1)
quantiles considered and  .   is of order  , where p denotes the cardina-    C =
1
B b=1
B     ˆ
b
C V ˆC kp Bkp
lity of the set  . In this paper we only consider the quantiles in the set  . ϒϒ = { 0.05,0.1,...,0.95}
The design matrix bootstrap approach usually performs well in the establishment of confi-
dence intervals and covariance matrix estimates. It is also capable of accommodating some
forms of heteroskedasticity (see Buchinsky (1998), Hahn (1995) and Koenker (1994) for
asymptotic as well as simulation results).
Based on this covariance matrix estimate test statistics can be computed in the form of Wald
statistics or through the minimum distance approach as advocated by Buchinsky (1998, pp.
106ff.). Let R denote the matrix that specifies the restrictions on the quantile regression
coefficients that are to be tested and let   denote the stacked vector of the regression quantiles     ˆ
. Then we can estimate a restricted coefficient vector   by minimizing     ˆ ,  Å ϒ     ˜
  S(b)=(     ˆ− Rb)‡V ˆC−1(    ˆ− Rb)
- 17 -with respect to b and solving which gives  . The test statistic is the just     ˜ =( R‡V ˆC−1R)−1R‡V ˆC−1    ˆ
the value of n times   evaluated at  , which is under the null hypothesis asymptotically S(A)     ˜
distributed as chi-squared with degrees of freedom equal to the number r of restrictions
imposed, i.e.  . nAS(    ˜)
a á ✉2(r)
This procedure enables us to test three important aspects of the quantile regression estimates:
heteroskedasticity, symmetry of the quantile coefficients with respect to the median   and     ˆ0.5
equality of the quantile coefficients. The specifications of the restriction matrix R for the tests
for heteroskedasticity and symmetry of the quantile coefficients are given in Buchinsky (1998,
pp. 106ff.). The respective test statistics are asymptotically distributed under the null hypothe-
sis as   in the case of heteroskedasticity and as   in the case of ✉2(kp − p− k+ 1) ✉2((p− 1)k/2)
symmetry. The null hypothesis of equality of the coefficient estimates across all p quantiles
considered requires the specification of the restrictions by the  -matrix  kp Bk R =( Ik ,...,Ik)‡
where   denotes the k-dimensional identity matrix. Executing the above outlined procedure Ik
results in a test statistic that is asymptotically distributed as   under the null ✉2(k(p− 1))
hypothesis.
Below table 1 contains the test results for the three-digit industries. All results are reported in
the form of p-values of the respective χ
2 distributions of the three test statistics.
---------------------------------------------------
insert table 1 about here
---------------------------------------------------
The p-values show that the null of equality of the coefficients is rejected by all means with
p-values of essentially zero. In the case of symmetry a few non-rejections of the null hypothe-
sis can be found, whereas heteroskedasticity seems only to be a problem in the case of the
first-order Markov model with the standard deviation included. But since the bootstrap based
confidence intervals should be quite robust with respect to heteroskedasticity the problem is
not further pursued. 
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- 22 -Figure 3















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 24 -Figure 5










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 25 -Note: reported are p-values of the c
2 distribution based on bootstrapped covariance matrix estimates.
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1990-96
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1985-90
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1979-85
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1973-79
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1966-73
Equality:
0.9827 0.0002 0.0000 0.7908 0.0000 1990-96
0.3255 0.0000 0.0000 0.8706 0.0000 1985-90
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5085 0.0000 1979-85
0.0000 0.0000 0.2873 0.5712 0.0000 1973-79
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9485 0.0000 1966-73
Symmetry:
0.9676 0.9934 0.7315 0.8904 0.5067 1990-96
0.9976 0.9702 0.0000 0.9492 0.8537 1985-90
0.7714 0.9984 0.0000 0.9980 0.9164 1979-85
0.8451 0.9501 0.0000 0.9376 0.8164 1973-79
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